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Passive Fire – Penetration Register and Identification 

Developed by Craig Clancy.  
(B.App Sc – Const Mng, First Class Honours) 
QBCC: 25186 – Builder-OPEN 

The Problem: 

Contractors and fire specialist companies have to (identify) manually place labels on each passive fire 

penetration and physically record details for the passive fire system for each penetration.  

Further, to provide the builder / PC with a register of penetrations and systems used, the contractor or 

specialist needs to physically enter every penetration detail to satisfy legislative and Fire Certifier 

requirements. 

This process is both time consuming, costly and prone to data entry error. Consider a multi-level building 

that can have literally thousands of penetrations that need to be labelled, documented, recorded and 

summarised. The expense of this process is in the tens of thousands of dollars for each service trade. 

The Solution: 

Construction Apps has developed a seamless and comprehensive mobile solution tailored to any 

contractor, builder or construction application. 

Construction Apps solution will significantly reduce onerous and intensive labour requirements to 

complete construction passive fire compliance requirements. 

Our App, that is deployed to any mobile device (iPhone, iPad, Android tablets and phones), captures label 

details at the source and stores the data directly to a passive fire register ready for submission. 

Using smart workflow solutions, data entry into the mobile app Form (register) is minimal, saving 

hundreds of hours of handwriting on labels then manually entering these details into digital format for 

the registers. 

The Process: 

In accordance with AS4072.1, fire collar or penetration identification labels are produced for the job. 
These are a series of pre-printed heavy duty thermal labels meeting AS requirements. 
(see sample label next page) 
 
Most buildings have a specific set of penetration solutions (collars, systems) detailed for each service 

dependant on the material penetrated and the type of material used to go through the penetration and, 

of course, the FRL (fire rating for the project). All the passive fire systems details are pre-loaded into your 

App. This is done to save time on site and avoid any user error as the penetration system details align 

with the collar type and size. 

To begin a record, the user opens the app and the app Form opens to the next available sequential label 

number. The label number MUST match the apps Form number to adequately record the location, 
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manufacturer, type etc. Once the label is affixed next to the penetration, the user takes an image with the 

label and penetration and SAVE’s the record. This detail then populates back to the master penetration 

register automatically. 

A validation report (if required) is also emailed to the user, the certifier or whoever you choose to receive 

the reports. 

 

 

Please also be aware that the App also works offline for when you may be in a basement or in a 

remote location. 
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The simple and easy to follow App interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unique Location typed into field to match affixed label. 

The App auto populates relevant data 

Take an INSITU photo of the label and 

Penetration system. 
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Once the app Form is completed,  ‘SAVE’ is pressed and the data is streamed directly into the 

passive fire register with no manipulation or formatting. 

 

 

 

Any type of workflow rule can be automated to send an email notification, PDF report or a 

summary of each penetration validation sent to notify users, supervisors, builders or simply for 

record keeping purposes.  

 

This feature is particularly handy for Hand-Over Manuals for builders, or O&M for contractors 

where any level of penetration detail can be produced from a register down to granular individual 

penetration details with images. 

 

 


